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Textual Situations
Sleeping Cat Press
When you want to read
in both French and
English, though, there
The Medieval Charlemagne
Legend Penn State Press
Swift yet resonant, this masterful
new verse translation conveys the
immediacy, intimacy, and power
of this greatest of Old French epic
poems. John DuVal approaches
the unadorned syntax of The
Song of Roland in
straightforward modern English,
attuned to the nuance and detail
of the narrative and the poetry of
the original text. In his concise
but thorough general
Introduction, David Staines
traces the origins of the poem and
its reception in medieval society,
discusses its content and its
themes, and in clear, accessible

prose illuminates the epic poem’s inspiration for songs and
chivalric spirit. Footnotes provide poems celebrating deeds of
glosses on events, characters, and valour in the face of
medieval terms. Endnotes discuss
overwhelming odds, through
editorial and translational issues.
the character of
This edition also includes a
selected bibliography, a map, and Charlemagne's nephew (the
a glossary and index. An appendix imaginary) Roland. The Song
provides the entire text of the Old of Roland is the most stirring
French original.
and moving epic poem of the

La Chanson de Roland
Flammarion
Charles the king, our emperor
great, Has been a full seven
years in Spain. As far as the
sea he conquered this haughty
land. Not a single castle
remains standing in his path
Charlemagne (768-814) was
crowned Holy Roman
Emperor in 800 and presided
over a huge empire. He
frequently appears in
literature as a great warlord
and pious crusading figure. In
778, the rearguard of
Charlemagne's retreating
army was ambushed and
defeated at the battle of
Roncevaux. This became the

European Middle Ages,
offering a particularly heady
mixture of history, legend, and
poetry. Presented here in a
lively and idiomatic new
translation, the Song of
Roland offers fascinating
insights into medieval ideas
about heroism, manhood,
religion, race, and nationhood
which were foundational for
modern European culture.
The Song of Roland is
accompanied here by two
other medieval French epics
about Charlemagne, both of
which show him to be a far
more equivocal figure than
that portrayed by the Roland:
the Occitan Daurel and Beton,
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in which he is a corrupt and passait, avec son arm e, poems in existence,
avaricious monarch; and the le col de Roncevaux, dans dating to between 1040
les Pyr n es.Trahison, and 1115. It was
Journey of Charlemagne to
Jerusalem and Constantinople, orgueil, courage et
written in Old French
vengeance
sont
au
coeur
which gives the heroes of the
and later translated into
de
cette
c
l
bre
Roland a comic makeover.
modern French as used
chanson de geste crite
La Chanson de Roland
in this volume. This
la fin du XIe si cle par
Walter de Gruyter GmbH &
bilingual edition is
un po te anonyme et
Co KG
designed to assist those
propos e ici dans une
Christian-Muslim Relations, a
adaptation d'Anne-Marie learning French. The
Bibliographical History 3
English text appears on
Cadot-Colin.L' dition
(CMR3) is a history of all the
Oeuvres & th mesType : the left-hand pages of
works on Christian-Muslim
the book, with the
Oeuvre en
relations from 1050 to 1200. It
extraitsL'appareil
corresponding French
comprises introductory essays
p dagogique comprend :- on the right-hand pages.
and over one hundred entries
des rep res sur le
La Chanson de Roland
containing descriptions,
contexte et les genres,- Watchmaker Publishing
assessments and
un questionnaire pour
Texte fondateur, La
comprehensive bibliographical
chaque texte, avec des
details of individual works.
Chanson de Roland du
"petites le ons" sur les
The Silver Horn Echoes
clerc Turold fut
notions
en
jeu,des
University of Pennsylvania
d’abord un po me de
textes chos, pour
Press
la croisade : toute
"Daniel Randolph Deal is a construire une culture
p n tr e des r ves
Southern aristocrat, having litt raire.
et pr jug s des
the required bloodline, but La chanson de Roland
little of the nobility. A man Oxford University Press seigneurs qui all rent
resistant to the folly of
lutter en Espagne
This volume offers a
ethics, he prefers a
literary and cultural
autour de Saragosse, la
selective, self-indulgent
history of the idea of
c l bre chanson de
morality. He is a confessed crusading over the last
geste tait destin e
hedonist, albeit responsibly
millennium.
renforcer, chez un
so."--Back cover.
The
New
Southern
public boulevers par
The Medieval
Gentleman Cambridge la menace sarrasine,
Charlemagne Legend
University Press
Cambridge University
l’enthousiasme pour la
The
Song
of
Roland
Press
guerre sainte. Elle est
details the Battle of
S'inspirant de faits
aussi le miroir des
historiques remontant au Roncevaux Pass in 778. conflits et des tensions
VIIIe si cle, la Chanson During this battle,
de la soci t f odale
de Roland raconte
Emperor Charlemagne's – entre la justice et le
comment Roland, neveu
nephew, Roland, was
droit, le service du
et baron de Charlemagne, killed. The Song of
suzerain et l’exaltation
a p ri au cours d'une
Roland is one of the
de soi, la d fense de la
embuscade tendue par
oldest epic French
foi et la fid lit au
les Sarrasins alors qu'il
imall.itead.cc by guest
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mountain passRoncevaux!
contrat vassalique –, et literature of
The Song of Roland and
l’instrument d’une
Charlemagne and the
glorification des
medieval biography and Other Poems of
Charlemagne
relations familiales
chronicle of
Independently Published
(entre Charlemagne et Charlemagne.
Generations of scholars
La chanson de Roland
son neveu Roland),
have meditated upon the
National Textbook
guerri res (entre
literary devices and
Company
Roland et Olivier) ou
The Dark Agesa time of cultural meanings of The
amoureuses (entre
Song of Roland. But
Roland et Aude). Mais great turmoil and the
collision of empires! As according to Andrew
la fiction d passe
Taylor not enough
the Frank kingdom
l’histoire : rude,
prepares for war, Roland, attention has been given
violente et profonde
young heir to the Breton to the physical context of
the manuscript itself. The
dans l’expression des March, has been
original copy of The Song
sentiments, elle
relegated to guard duty
of Roland is actually
conf re aux figures
until a foreign emissary
bound with a Latin
h ro ques une vraie entrusts him with vital
translation of the
r alit po tique et
word of a new threat to
Timaeus. Textual
fait de ce chef-d’oeuvrethe kingdom. Now Roland
Situations looks at this
l’une des plus hautes must embark on a risky
bound volume along with
journey to save all he
expressions du
two other similarly bound
loves from swift
mouvement cr ateur
medieval volumes to
destruction. And yet
qui anime alors le
explore the manuscripts
while facing down
monde m di val.
and marginalia that have
merciless enemies, he
The Song of Roland
must also reveal the hand been cast into shadow by
Hackett Publishing
of a murderer who even the fame of adjacent
texts, some of the most
Originally published in now stalks the halls of
read medieval works. In
1993, The Medieval
power and threatens to
addition to the bound
Charlemagne Legend is pull apart a kingdom
a selective bibliography reborn under the greatest volume that contains The
Song of Roland, Taylor
for the literary scholar, of medieval kings, the
remarkable Charlemagne. examines the volume that
of historical and
For Roland to become the binds the well-known
literary material
poem "Sumer is icumen
champion his kingdom
relating to
in" with the Lais of Marie
Charlemagne. The book needs, he must survive
de France, and a volume
war, intrigue and
provides a
betrayal. The Silver Horn containing the legal
chronological listing of
Decretals of Gregory IX
Echoes pays homage to
sources on the legend
"La Chanson de Roland" with marginal
and man is split into
illustrations of wayfaring
by revisiting an age of
three distinct sections, intrigue and honor, and a life decorating its
borders. Approaching the
covering the history of fateful decision in the
manuscript as artifact,
Charlemagne, the
shadows of a lonely
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Textual Situations
continuing commitment
suggests that medieval
to the preservation of
texts must be examined printed works
in terms of their material worldwide. We
support—that is, literal
appreciate your
interpretation must take
understanding of the
into consideration the
imperfections in the
physical manuscript itself
preservation process,
in addition to the social
conventions that surround and hope you enjoy this
valuable book.
its compilation. Taylor
The Song of Roland DS
reconstructs the
Brewer
circumstances of the
Texte m di val
creation of these
medieval bound volumes, racontant les exploits
the settings in which they chevaleresques et la
were read, inscribed, and trag die de Roland.
shared, and the social and Literary Technique in
intellectual conventions
the Chanson de Roland
surrounding them.

The Cambridge
Companion to the
Literature of the
Crusades Walter de
Gruyter
This is a reproduction
of a book published
before 1923. This book
may have occasional
imperfections such as
missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. that
were either part of the
original artifact, or
were introduced by the
scanning process. We
believe this work is
culturally important,
and despite the
imperfections, have
elected to bring it back
into print as part of our

verses, the battle
becomes a symbolic
struggle between
Christianity and Islam,
while Roland’s last
stand is the ultimate
expression of honour
and feudal values of
twelfth-century France.
The Song of Roland
Foyles
Presented here for
student use are the text
and translation from
Gerard Brault's
acclaimed 1978
analytical edition of
The Song of Roland,
Nabu Press
with a new introduction
On 15 August 778,
explicating the poem's
Charlemagne’s army historical and literary
was returning from a
background and
successful expedition
significance.The text
against Saracen Spain and a line-by-line prose
when its rearguard was translation are printed
ambushed in a remote on facing pages.
Pyrenean pass. Out of Professor Brault's
this skirmish arose a
editing of the Oxford
stirring tale of war,
text - including
which was recorded in emendation of the
the oldest extant epic
scribe's obvious errors
poem in French. The
and new readings of
Song of Roland, written garbled or partially
by an unknown poet,
obliterated words - has
tells of Charlemagne’s been commended for its
warrior nephew, Lord
accuracy (Speculum)
of the Breton Marches, and reliability (French
who valiantly leads his Forum). His translation
men into battle against has been praised as
the Saracens, but dies "lively and dependable"
in the massacre, defiant (Romance Philology),
to the end. In majestic "fluent and colloquial"
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selective bibliography for
(French Review), and Here at last is a fully
annotated
critical
edition
of
the literary scholar, of
"the most correct ... in a
the Ch teauroux text of
historical and literary
modern vernacular"
the Chanson de Roland.
material relating to
(Olifant).Directed to the Even in the Corpus edition, Charlemagne. The book
student of medieval
C was represented by a
provides a chronological
culture and society,
simple transcript. The
listing of sources on the
Roland Corpus edition of
legend and man is split into
Professor Brault's
introduction places La 2005 took Venice 7 as the three distinct sections,
base text and V7 laisses
covering the history of
Chanson de Roland in
92A and 108A were
Charlemagne, the literature
the context of the
relegated to Appendix A.
of Charlemagne and the
French epic tradition,
This obscured crucial
medieval biography and
Charlemagne's Spanish evidence demonstrating the chronicle of Charlemagne.
greater authority of C as
The Song of Roland: A Dualcampaign of 778, the
representing the shared
Language Book (English legend of Roland, and
model and the role of V7 as French) Univ of California
the linguistic and
modifier of that model.
Press
literary issues raised by Close comparison of C with Medieval French literature
the Oxford text. Among V7 and of both texts with
encompasses 450 years of
topics covered are the the other versions
literary output in Old and
disproves
the
Segre
thesis
Middle French, mostly
debate over the
of the anteriority of V7. In produced in Northern
"traditionalist" versus
this edition, the aim is
France and England. These
the "individualist"
always to provide an
texts, including courtly
theory of composition, authentic text with minimal lyrics, prose and verse
the relation between
emendation, so as to show romances, dits amoureux
history and myth, the
the salient characteristics of and plays, proved hugely
C, but to discuss its
influential for other
epic's reflection of
readings
in
detailed
European literary traditions
prevailing social beliefs
footnotes. All arguments
in the medieval period and
and values at the time
are solidly based on textual beyond. This Companion
of its composition
analysis throughout and
offers a wide-ranging and
(about 1100), and the particularly in C’s
stimulating guide to
literary devices
repetitions and associated literature composed in
assonanced passages. In
medieval French from its
employed by the
addition, the linguistic
beginnings in the ninth
unknown author. The
characteristics are studied century until the
introduction concludes
and the historical
Renaissance. The essays
with a note about
background to C pre-1328 are grounded in detailed
special problems in
and its possible route from analysis of canonical texts
editing and translating Venice to Paris between
and authors such as the
1746 and 1792 investigated. Chanson de Roland, the
the Oxford text. An
Roman de la Rose, Villon's
annotated bibliography La chanson de Roland
Strelbytskyy Multimedia
Testament, Chr tien de
introduces leading
Publishing
Troyes, Machaut, Christine
works relating to the
Originally published in
de Pisan and the Tristan
Chanson de Roland.
1993, The Medieval
romances. Featuring a
The Song of Roland BRILL

Charlemagne Legend is a

chronology and suggestions
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for further reading, this is
the ideal companion for
students and scholars in
other fields wishing to
discover the riches of the
French medieval tradition.
La Chanson de Roland Penn
State Press
La Chanson de Roland is a
tale of the great Emperor
Charlemagne, of his
treacherous brother-on-law
Count Ganelon, and of the
courageous Counts Roland
and Olivier, locked in
struggle with the Moors in
Spain. The Depiction of
jealous hatred and
deception as Ganelon
betrays the French to their
enemies is in sharp
contrast with the portrayal
of Roland and Olivier's
selfless bravery in the face
of overwhelming odds as
they battle the Moors at
Roncevaux.
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